
“Christmas Around the World”
Multimedia Presentations

*Some important things to remember:
~ If you have a lot of information and can’t fit it on to one slide, you can make more 
than one slide about a certain topic.

~ Make the text big enough so that someone in the back of the room could read it.

~ Remember--your information needs to be understandable for kids. If there are 
words you don’t understand or parts that are tricky to say because they sound too 
“grown up,” change them! Your teachers will be more than happy to help you do this.

~ *Have fun!*

____________________________________________________________

Slide #1
Remember to:

     include the title: Christmas in _______
     include your name and your partnerʼs name (*Only use first names.*)
     write how they say “Merry Christmas” in that country
     include some pictures and effects

" " (These can be Christmas pictures, photos of you and your 
" " partner, or pictures from that country.)
____________________________________________________________

Slide #2
Remember to:

     include the title: General Information
     include pictures of the map and flag
     tell about what languages they speak there
     tell how many people live there
     describe the weather at Christmas time

" " (You could tell about if the weather is snowy or sunny, and 
" " you could include the average temperature in December.)

     include some pictures and effects
____________________________________________________________



Slide #3
Remember to:

     include the title: Celebrations and Traditions
     include the names of celebrations they have there
     tell us the dates when those celebrations take place
     tell us some information about what they do during those celebrations
     include some pictures and effects

____________________________________________________________

Slide #4
Remember to:

     include the title: Important Characters
     tell the names of important people or characters in their culture during 

         the holidays
" " (For example, what do they call Santa Claus?)

     tell why those people or characters are important
     include some pictures and effects

____________________________________________________________

Slide #5
Remember to:

     include the title: Gifts
     tell what kinds of gifts they give to each other
     tell about any gift-giving traditions they have there

" " (For example, do the three wise men bring the gifts or does 
" " Santa? Do the adults give each other presents, or is it mainly 
" " the children who receive gifts?)

     include some pictures and effects
____________________________________________________________

Slide #6
Remember to:

     include the title: Decorations
     tell what kinds of decorations they like to display during the holidays
     include some pictures and effects

____________________________________________________________



Slide #7
Remember to:

     include the title: Food
     describe what kinds of food they enjoy during the holidays
     include some pictures and effects

____________________________________________________________

*If you have more information or photos you would like to 
share, you can create more slides to add to your 
presentation.


